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It is well known that if an electron ring is accelerated too quickly it will leave behind ions, since they are too massivE to keep up with the electrons l ). If the ions are supplying the ring selffoCuSing 2 ) the ring will consequently lose integrity. Thus there are upper limits on the magnitudes of the axial electric field, E , or the z radial magnetic field, B, which accelerate the ring. Below the limits, r ring stability is maintained and also ion acceleration is accomplished.
OftEn ring self-focusing is pr.;dominantly supplied by images 3 ).
The above-mentioned restriction on E or B is then no longer z r necessary for maintaining ring integrity (although still vital for ion acceleration). There are even in this case, however, restrictions on B or E that must be satisfied in 'Jrder to have ring axial integrity. r z These restrictions must be satisfied nJ matter what the source of the self-focusing.
The limits on the accelerating forces acting on the ring during the transition from the magnetic potential well, where the ring is formed and loaded with ions, to the region where the ring is subject to the main accelerating force, requires particular attention. This transition is obtained, at least in all the schemes considered up to now, by decreasing the depth of the potential well and at the same time introducing an axially varying radial magnetic field B .
r Prior to, and right up to, the start of ring axial acceleration with timeindependent external fields (spillout) the ring is subject to the field, B , which creates nonelastic forces on electrons. These forces, unless r UCHL-l9398 Rev.
counteracted by adequately large self-focusing forces, will pull the ring apart in the axial (z) direction.
Electrons in the ring have a spread in energy, and hence in equilibrium radii. Thus, because of the radial variation of B , there r is a force tending to tear the ring apart.
In summary, for given ring parameters, there is an upper bound (most stringent at the spillout point) on (d 2 B r /dz 2 ) and on (dBr/dr) for maintaining ring integrity up to, and at, spillout.
Subsequent to spill also, energy spread in the ring combines with B r and dBr/dr to tend to pull the ring apart axially. At the same time, the unfavorable sign of dBr/dZ (just subsequent to spill) also has a defocusing effect. Once again there are limits that must be observed, for given ring parameters, in order to maintain ring integrity.
In this paper we examine a very simple model and obtain rough estimates relating the ring self-focusing 3 ), Q,,2, to ring parameters, '" to B r , and to the B r derivatives. We obtain a critical lower limit, B (z) ) which is plotted in Fig. 2 . From the figure it is clear that the ring minor radius a must be less than t, for stability. (/E/E) = 0:1. The cond; tj c,n c
. c- 
For an arbitrary electron WE write -10- we obtain (by steps detailed in the Appendix) In thi,; C::Lse one can contemplate operiitioñ , in which no image cylinder is used ( and henCE v H = 1 is crossed, iJut--perh,lp,> -rapidly enough t.o be innocuous). As surning the ion .c'.elffocusing to be much larger than the curvature effects, WE! may ore the latter and write Q 2 s N R r f e e " lTra'---16- 398 Rev. where N is the number of electrons in the rin~", r i~~the cl:t~~s ical e e electron radius, Y is the rati.o of the electron energy to 'j t:; rcc~t energy, and f is the fraction of electrical neutralization of tile ring.
Inserting Eg. (31) into Eqs. (10) and (26), we obtain lower bounds on f: 
It must be remembered that a necessary requirement for the validity of Eqs. (32) and (34) is that ion self-focusing dominates curvature effects.
These last formulas are of interest in that the dependence upon ring parameters is explicit, in particular, the important dependence upon However, :tll thi,'; holds only for a strongly ion-,~If-focused t'Lng.
Wbu) it dues not, then ::ati:,:fyinr; the jon 'lee lct'a 1 ;"n c,r:clii"ior:
. :!.
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